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Dragon Unleashed Aug 28 2019 A dragon shapeshifter and a
healer with power over the earth fight a corrupt empire in this
thrilling and deeply emotional romantic fantasy from the USA
Today bestselling author of Radiance. Magic is outlawed in the
Krael Empire and punishable by death. Born with the gift of earth
magic, the free trader Halani keeps her dangerous secret closely
guarded. When her uncle buys a mysterious artifact, a piece of
bone belonging to a long-dead draga, Halani knows it's far more
than what it seems. Dragas haven't been seen for more than a
century, and most believe them extinct. They're wrong. Dragas
still walk among the denizens of the Empire, disguised as
humans. Malachus is a draga living on borrowed time. The magic
that has protected him will soon turn on him--unless he finds a
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traders, among them a grave-robbing earth witch who fascinates
him as much as she frustrates him with her many secrets.
Unbeknownst to both, the Empire's twisted empress searches for
a draga of her own, to capture and kill as a trophy. As Malachus
the hunter becomes the hunted, Halani must risk herself and all
she loves to save him from the Empire's machinations and his own
lethal birthright.
The Beast Jul 08 2020 Fan favorite couple Rhage and Mary
return in this gripping novel in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood series. Nothing is as it
used to be for the Black Dagger Brotherhood. The slayers of the
Lessening Society are stronger than ever, preying on human
weakness to acquire more money, more weapons, more power.
But as the Brotherhood readies for an all-out attack on them, one
of their own fights a battle within himself... For Rhage—the
Brother with the biggest appetites, but also the biggest
heart—life was supposed to be perfect. Or at the very least,
perfectly enjoyable. But he can’t understand or control the panic
and insecurity that plague him. Terrified, he must reassess his
priorities after suffering a mortal injury. And the answer, when it
comes to him, rocks his—and his beloved Mary’s—world...
Violet Spark Sep 09 2020 Imogen Taylor: Artist. College
dropout. Gamer. Screwup. I had big plans for art school in
California, but when the best mom in the world—mine—needed
help, I came home to Arbolito, Arizona instead. I even got my old
high school job back, making smoothies at the Desert Freeze…in
winter. So, yeah, by day, my life is a cold, tropical-hued hell. But
at night, I escape reality by plugging into my favorite video game,
Legendelirium, to become a powerful, sexy witch, going on epic
quests while vanquishing baddies. Until a cute guy from my
gaming world shows up at work, gives me the worst kiss ever,
and my reality and fantasy lives get blended by purple goo laced
with lethal, nanorobotic technology. Now, I’ve got
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don’t know who to trust. And, get this. Somehow, it's up to me to
defeat them, or it's game over. Enter the fast, fun, urban fantasy
adventure of the BUTTERFLY WITCH series, where magic and
science become one—mostly accidentally. * This is a standalone
first book in the brand-new BUTTERFLY WITCH series. Contains
swearing, some intense action scenes (low gore), super-slow-burn
romantic interest (also low gore), and does not end on a
cliffhanger—but, yeah, there's more to come! *
Shifter Mates Nov 04 2022 A sexy Shifters Unbound Anthology,
including the novellas Lone Wolf and Feral Heat Together in one
volume for the first time, two sexy paranormal tales of untamed
passion, uncontrollable attraction, and unquenchable desire… In
Lone Wolf, Ellison Rowe is a wolf Shifter and a self-proclaimed
cowboy, but he’s still searching for someone to ease his
loneliness. Maria is a human taking refuge among the Shifters,
trying to move on from her haunted past. When Ellison and Maria
team up, the passion between them is undeniable—as is the hope
that their love is just what they both need to start anew… In Feral
Heat, Jace Warden finds himself in close quarters with beautiful
and courageous shifter Deni Rowe when he travels to Austin to
find a way to free all Shifters from their Collars. As Deni and Jace
work together, they feel the mate bond begin. But Deni has
troubles of her own, and even Jace’s fierce devotion might not be
enough to help her…
Pride Mates Sep 02 2022 Collared and controlled, Shifters are
outcast from humanity, forced to live in Shiftertowns. But waiting
within are passions that no collar can contain... Like most
Shifters, Liam Morrissey has learned that trusting humans leads
to no good. But when beautiful attorney Kim Fraser enters
Shiftertown alone in order to prove her client's innocence, Liam's
alpha nature leaves him no choice but to offer his protection.
Exiled Jun 26 2019 Chase Williams is a demon hunter in the
Circle, or at least he was supposed to be. On his fifteenth
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power, but it never came. Elemental magic is passed down to a
hunter through the bloodline, but on Chase's birthday, the
bloodline stopped. Exiled without the Circle's protection, Chase
has spent two years trying to survive a world riddled with halfdemons and magic. When he has a run in with a frightened and
seemingly innocent demon, he learns the Circle's agenda has
changed: the Circle plans to unlock a portal and unleash pureblood demons into the world. Vowing to stop them, and knowing
he can't do it alone, Chase forms a reluctant alliance with Rayna a sexy witch with an attitude and a secret. In their attempt to stop
them, Chase and Rayna find themselves in the middle of the
Circle's plan, leaving one of them to decide what their friendship
is worth, and the other's life depending on it.
BodyGuard Mar 16 2021 Elizabeth Chapman is saved from an
armed robber by a giant Kodiak bear who shifts into a large, wellmuscled, and fully naked human male. But when it's revealed that
the robber is the brother of a dangerous criminal, Elizabeth finds
herself the target of a vendetta. Ronan, the bear Shifter, takes her
to Shiftertown for safety, where Elizabeth learns that the
mateless Ronan, alone in the world, takes care of Shifters who
have also been left on their own. Having grown up in foster care,
Elizabeth can only admire how protective Ronan is. But Ronan
will only let Elizabeth leave the confines of Shiftertown if he
becomes her 24/7 bodyguard. Elizabeth chafes at the restriction,
but agrees. The trouble is, the sassy human Elizabeth is
triggering Ronan's long-buried need to find himself a mate. Book
2.5 of Shifters Unbound (Austin Shifters)
Firewalker Jan 14 2021 My day bursts into chaos when a
Changer charges into my hotel, attacking me with a message
spell. I have to obey the message, whether I like it or not. But
that’s okay, because it’s from Mick, my dragon boyfriend, guiding
me to Death Valley where he’s been imprisoned by the Dragon
Council. Rescuing him takes all my strength, not to mention the
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sheriff who’s impervious to magic. But once Mick is free, he tells
me he’s bound to the Dragon Council to appear at a trial for
breaking dragon law. He’s already been found guilty, and now
they’ll sentence him, and maybe, just maybe, they’ll let him live.
Forget that. I’ll do anything in my power to keep Mick safe from
the sticks-up-their-dragon-tails Council, even if it means letting
forth my goddess power, and challenging the likes of Coyote, all
my new friends, and even Mick himself. On top of this, a stranger
who stayed at my hotel got himself murdered, and I have to figure
out who did it as well as stop the guy, who keeps stubbornly
coming back to life. It’s always something at my Crossroads hotel,
where magic is real, and the paranormal is normal.
Hard Mated Apr 04 2020 Spike, a wildcat Shifter and the
champion fighter of Shiftertown, is stunned when Myka, the best
friend of a dying human woman, announces that Spike has
fathered a cub. What's more, the mother is giving the boy to
Spike to protect and raise. Myka, who'd been raised by an abusive
stepfather, is not sure that a wild fighter named Spike is the best
man to bring up the cute little jaguar cub. She goes to
Shiftertown to check out Spike, and finds that the man behind the
name is a lonely Shifter who's lost most of his family and is a
fierce caretaker to those he has left. Spike is torn between the
cub and his duties as tracker to the Shiftertown leader and asks
Myka, the only person who understands, to help him. He starts to
like the sassy Myka, a horse trainer who's not afraid of working
with animals, even if they're wildcats who turn into humans.
When Spike's job puts his cub and Myka in danger, he is forced to
choose between those to whom he's pledged his loyalty and his
need to protect the woman and cub he's come to love. Book 3.5 of
Shifters Unbound (Austin Shifters)
House Rules Jun 06 2020 In a city full of vampires, trouble never
sleeps. At the tender age of 27, Merit became a sword-wielding
vampire. Since then, she's become the protector of her House,
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fall and rise. Now she'll see her mettle - and her metal - tested
like never before. It started with two ... Two rogues vanishing
without a trace. Someone is targeting Chicago's vampires, and
anyone could be next. With their house in peril, Merit and her
Master, the centuries old Ethan Sullivan, must race to stop the
disappearances. But as they untangle a web of secret alliances
and ancient evils, they realize their foe is more familiar, and more
powerful, than they could have ever imagined.
Before I Die Jan 02 2020 Tessa has just a few months to live. So
she compiles her bucket list, her To Do Before I Die list. Number
one is sex. Released from the constraints of 'normal' life, Tessa
tastes new experiences to make her feel alive while her failing
body struggles to keep up. Heartbreaking yet astonishingly lifeaffirming, Before I Die will take you to the very edge.
White Tiger May 30 2022 “With her patented page-singeing
sensuality” (Booklist), New York Times bestselling author Jennifer
Ashley returns to the primal and passionate world of her Shifters
Unbound series as a woman is lured into the shadows of a
dangerous manhunt... For twenty years, Kendrick, a white tiger
Shifter, has been the Guardian of un-Collared Shifters who spend
their lives living in secret—and in fear of being shunted into
Shiftertowns. When Kendrick’s group is discovered and forced to
flee, Kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them In a
diner in the middle of nowhere, lonely waitress Addison Price has
seen a lot of unusual drifters come and go, but none has ever
captivated—and intimidated—her like the imposing fugitive who
wields a broadsword with incredible skill. But when he risks all to
protect her, Addison’s fear turns to empathy—and empathy to
desire as she learns more about her savior. Soon she’s more than
willing to help the crushingly sensual white tiger and his cubs in a
passionate bid for freedom. Whatever the cost.
Alpha Unbound Feb 12 2021 Only one woman makes him want
to howl. Amarok lives on a ranch in the boonies for a reason.
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most of all privacy. What he wants doesn’t stop a perky human
from showing up at his door wanting to study the wildlife on his
land. He’d prefer to study her. Naked. Utter madness. He’s got
secrets and a past he can’t forget. He knows better than to risk it
all on love. However, he can’t resist her. Has to have her. And
when she’s threatened, he’ll do anything to protect her. genre:
shapeshifter romance, werewolf romance, fated mates,
paranormal romance
Unbound Feb 24 2022 I had no idea how beautiful and terrifying
my life was about to become.Living as an independent artist in
New York, I was soon faced with the new knowledge of my
powers, a curse, and how bonding with five sexy-as-sin
supernaturals would break that curse. One by one they found meFae, Warlock, Demon, Wolf shifter, Vampire.I'm their mate.Their
equal.Their perfect match.The one to unbind them from their
curse.Heart, body, and soul, I'm meant to be theirs. Theirs to
share. Theirs to love.From the beginning, they warn me of my
fate. The stronger our magic bonds; the greater the chance evil
will find us.These incredible beings will give their lives to protect
me, no matter the sacrifice, but I'm not willing to lose any of
them. They've stolen my heart and I'll do whatever it takes to
break the curse and stop the one who's coming for us. The Cursed
Trilogy is a why choose paranormal romance series and includes:
UnboundUnleashedUnveile
Beast Behaving Badly Apr 28 2022 “Shelly Laurenston’s shifter
books are full of oddball characters, strong females with attitude
and dialogue that can have you laughing out loud.” —The
Philadelphia Inquirer Some men just have more to offer. Like
hard-muscled, shape-shifting Bo Novikov--part polar bear, part
lion, pure alpha… Ten years after Blayne Thorpe first
encountered Bo Novikov, she still can't get the smooth-talking
shifter out of her head. Now he's shadowing her in New York--all
seven-plus feet of him--determined to protect her from stalkers
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her off to an isolated Maine town where the only neighbors are
other bears almost as crazy as he is. Let sleeping dogs lie. Bo
knows it's good advice, but he can't leave Blayne be. Blame it on
her sweet sexiness--or his hunch that there's more to this little
wolfdog than meets the eye. Blayne has depths he hasn't yet
begun to fathom--much as he'd like to. She may insist Bo's
nothing but a pain in her delectable behind, but polar bears have
patience in spades. Soon she'll realize how good they can be
together. And when she does, animal instinct tells him it'll be
worth the wait… "Non-stop laughter, snark, and witty banter."
–SmexyBooks Praise for the novels of Shelly Laurenston
"Delicious, sexy and wicked fun!" --New York Times bestselling
author Gena Showalter on Bear Meets Girl
The Elemental Mysteries Feb 01 2020 The tantalizing paranormal
romance that launched a fictional world. A phone call from an old
friend sets Dr. Giovanni Vecchio back on the path of a mysterious
manuscript he's hunted for over five hundred years. He never
expected a young student librarian could be the key to unlock its
secrets, nor could he have predicted the danger she would
attract. Now he and Beatrice De Novo follow a twisted maze that
leads from the archives of a university library, though the fires of
Renaissance Florence, and toward a confrontation hundreds of
years in the making. History and the paranormal collide in the
Elemental Mysteries, a paranormal mystery and romance series
by USA Today bestselling author, Elizabeth Hunter.
Feral Heat Dec 13 2020 From the author of Lone Wolf comes a
paranormal romance about two lovers torn between ecstasy and
savagery… Jace Warden is sent to the Shiftertown in Austin to
find a way to free all Shifters from their Collars. But pulling off
the Collars can cause Shifters to go mad or kill them outright. In
Austin, Jace meets Deni Rowe, a wolf Shifter with troubles of her
own—she was deliberately run down in the road, and while her
body has healed, she still has episodes of total memory loss
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never met anyone like Deni. Courageous and beautiful, she
volunteers to help him test the Collar removal. And as Deni and
Jace work together, they feel the mate bond begin. But can Jace
help Deni believe she can heal enough to be anyone’s true mate?
This sixteen chapter novella includes a preview of the upcoming
Shifters Unbound novel Wild Wolf.
Doctor Wolf Jul 28 2019 Hannah is a deliciously curvy bbw who is
not loving life at the moment. She has been single for ages, hates
her job and feels insecure about some recent weight gain due to
comfort eating. A vicious circle... All that is about to change when
the handsome Cas enters her life. A sexy doctor who moonlights
as a werewolf who simply can not get enough of her curves. Is
this what she needs to make her life good again? Or is there
danger lurking around the corner? Follow Hannah's journey as
she goes from zero to hero in more ways then one! This
Paranormal Romance Box Set includes: Dating Doctor Wolf
Seduced By Doctor Wolf Getting Physical With Doctor Wolf
Mate Claimed Sep 21 2021 Collared and controlled, Shifters are
outcast from humanity, forced to live in Shiftertowns. But waiting
within are passions that no Collar can contain… As a wildcat
Shifter and leader of his Shiftertown, Eric Warden knows his own
kind. When he sees Iona Duncan, he realizes that although she
appears human she is a half-Shifter wildcat living without a
Collar—and that if she doesn’t acknowledge her true nature and
her mating hunger, it may kill her… Iona finds the mysterious and
powerful Eric alluring, even though she has vowed never to reveal
her Shifter side, lest her mother pay the price for hiding her all
these years. But her mating hunger is rising, and with Eric so
close, she may not be able to resist…and her desire may lead to
the very doom they are fighting to deny…
Chaos Burning Oct 11 2020 From the “always fabulous Lauren
Dane”* comes her new novel of a treacherous family legacy, a
temptation just as dangerous, and an evil so depraved it can only
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Clan Gennessee, has been shaped by violence and unrest—and it
defines her future. Well-trained and resilient, she’s met her
militaristic match in Simon Leviathan, a warrior not of this world.
Locked in mutual admiration, and a desire so hot it burns, Lark
and Simon have something else in common: they love the dark,
and as a shadow is cast over their world, they’re each coming into
their own. A mysterious war has been waged among the Others.
As witches and humans turn against each other, as faes retreat in
fear, and as vampires rise, Lark and Simon discover that an
unseen force is behind it. A single, hungry entity older than
recorded history has returned to gorge on the magick of his
victims. He is the Magister, nothing less than the end of time.
Finding him is Lark and Simon’s first hope. Surviving him is their
last. *Lara Adrian
Red Wolf Jun 30 2022 The New York Times bestselling author of
Guardian’s Mate returns to the world of the Shifters and a tale of
a new love under fire... A man is only as strong… Red wolf Shifter
Dimitri has fought his whole life for respect. It is claimed that red
wolves are tainted with coyote blood and therefore not pure. He
may not be skilled at verbally defending himself, but because he's
a bodyguard, tracker, and champion of the fight clubs, his fists
are always ready for some rough and tumble. However, he’d
prefer a roll in the hay with the woman who is his oldest friend.
…as the woman who’s got his back… A spirited leopard Shifter
and a fellow tracker, Jaycee Bordeaux has no problem forging a
mate bond with Dimitri, but soon the two are called to infiltrate a
rogue group bent on enslaving Shifters. Jaycee may have
defended Dimitri from taunts before, but they now face a more
lethal danger—one that threatens not only the future of their
people, but also their love.
Guardian's Mate May 06 2020 The New York Times bestselling
author of White Tiger returns as primal desire draws two lone
shifters into each other’s arms... She wasn’t ready to lead...
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Rae Lyall is facing opposition—for no woman has ever been
selected for this powerful position. Still adjusting to the new
authority thrust upon her, Rae travels to train with Zander
Moncrieff, a Shifter healer, tasked with teaching her about her
new role and its responsibilities. He wasn’t ready to love... A polar
bear Shifter, Zander wears no Collar and follows no rules but his
own. Rae finds him arrogant and demanding, yet compelling and
intriguing. Zander has no wish to mate but the sassy Guardian is
drawing him out of his shell, stirring feelings long suppressed.
And when a new threat looms over Rae’s home, she and Zander
must race to the rescue, forced closer to danger...and to each
other.
You Had Me at Jaguar Nov 11 2020 "[T]hrilling from start to
finish."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for Jaguar Pride They're not
the only ones on the prowl...but they're the most dangerous... The
United Shifter Force gives jaguar agent Howard Armstrong an
impossible task—to protect fierce she-jaguar Valerie Chambers,
when the last thing she wants is protecting. They're going
international to take down a killer and he can guard Valerie all
day long. But guard his heart? He doesn't stand a chance. Heart
of the Shifter Series: You Had Me at Jaguar (Book 1) Praise for
Terry Spear's shifters: "Fantastic! Again Terry Spear weaves her
magic."—Fresh Fiction for Jaguar Pride "Sensual, intense...Terry
Spear captivates."—The Reading Café
Alpha Instinct Aug 21 2021 ETERNAL ROMANCE: Find your
heart's desire...
Shattered Mar 04 2020 Betrayed by the love of her life at sixteen,
causing her to flee her home, Amber Daniels’ taste in men hasn’t
improved over time. With a bitter divorce under her belt, she
returns home to support her sisters and dying mother. It takes
one day before she finds herself in trouble with the local
werewolves—and being rescued by her childhood crush. One hot
look and the pain returns…overshadowed only by the desire. But
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Desmon Nightwind was an angry youth the night his world
exploded and he lost his mate. Now pack alpha, he’s no longer an
untried teen, but still wholly unprepared for Amber’s return to
Hollow Mountain. He lost her once. No amount of pack politics,
family strife, or alpha obligations will make him let her go a
second time. He’ll do whatever it takes to claim and protect his
human mate. Even battle neighboring wolves using anything at
their disposal to start a war. They don’t fight fair…and neither
will Desmon.
Shifter Made Sep 29 2019 Alanna, sister to a Fae prince, is sent
on a thankless mission--to return to medieval Ireland and coerce a
Shifter to craft an incredible sword. Niall O’Connell, master
sword maker of the old Kingdom of Ciarrai, hates Fae, resenting
the time when Shifters were little better than Fae slaves. But
Alanna's heartbreaking story and her beauty are difficult to resist.
Together, she and Niall forge a sword that changes Shifter
history, at the same time forging an unbreakable bond between
their hearts. This novella is prequel to the Shifters Unbound
series, a standalone story that tells how the Sword of the
Guardian came to be.
The Beast In Him Jun 18 2021 When a former nerdy girl hires her
wolf-shifter high school crush the reunion gets truly wild in this
romance by the New York Times bestselling author. Some things
are worth waiting for. Like the moment when Jessica Ward
"accidentally" bumps into hunky high school alpha male Bobby
Ray Smith and shows him the woman she’s become. A wolf-shifter
with a Southern drawl, Smitty used to turn Jess to jelly any time
he got close. And while that hasn’t changed, Jess is now the Alpha
of her own Pack—and ready to enjoy a no-strings romp with a big,
bad wolf. Smitty is surprised when he meets Jess again. The sexy
wild dog-shifter and CEO who hires his security firm is a million
miles from the lovable geek he used to know. But her kiss is every
bit as hot as he imagined. Jess was never the kind to ask for help,
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to turn tail and run. Not before proving that their sheet-scorching
animal lust is only the start of something even wilder.
Unbound Oct 23 2021 Desire is released in these all-new stories
by four masters of paranormal romance… New York Times
bestselling author Angela Knight revisits the world of Guardian
and genetically engineered Temporal Enforcers Dona and Alerio
who combine their talents—and fight their passions—as they
investigate a time-travel murder spree. USA Today bestselling
author Jennifer Ashley continues her Shifters Unbound series as
Bear Shifter Cormac is determined to take single mom Nell as his
mate, despite her objections—until her sons are endangered and
she desperately needs help. National bestselling author Jean
Johnson returns to her Vulland Chronicles: On the run after being
falsely accused of treason, ex-prince Kiereseth and his companion
Vielle take refuge in a snow-bound cabin—and in each other’s
arms. And Hanna Martine expands on the fascinating world she
introduced in Liquid Lies. After dissolving their arranged
marriage so he can win her on his own terms, Ofarian guard
David pairs up with the heartbroken Kelsey to try to thwart an
enemy to their race.
Tiger Magic Dec 01 2019 He was once a captive, but his urges
were never caged. Now he’ll release them on a beautiful stranger
whose own secret desires are longing to be sated… He doesn’t
have a name. He doesn’t have a clan. The humans who held him
prisoner for forty years have taken them away. He knew nothing
but captivity until nearly a year ago, when he was released into
the light. Now Tiger lives in the Austin Shiftertown, where he
struggles to belong and searches for an identity. Carly Randal
thinks her fabulous life is complete—until her car breaks down on
the side of the road, and a wild-looking Shifter is the only one to
help her. Tiger takes one look at Carly and knows instantly—she
will be his mate. As Carly is drawn into his Shifter world, she
risks everything she has for that forbidden something she still
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Wolf Unleashed Nov 23 2021 "A SWAT team of hunky
werewolves? I think I have an emergency NOW!!" —Kerrelyn
Sparks, New York Times bestselling author for In the Company of
Wolves SHE BRINGS OUT THE WOLF IN HIM Lacey Barton can't
deny her crazy attraction to Alex Trevino, but that doesn't mean
she has time for the gorgeous SWAT officer. She's hell-bent on
discovering who's behind the brutal dogfights sending countless
mauled animals to her veterinarian office. The trail leads Lacey to
a ring of vicious drug dealers and suddenly she's in way over her
head—right smack in the middle of a SWAT stakeout. With Lacey
in danger, Alex's wolf side is unleashed. But when she witnesses
Alex shift, she's even more terrified... Now it's up to Alex to crack
the case—and earn back Lacey's trust and, ultimately, her heart.
SWAT (Special Wolf Alpha Team) Series Hungry Like the Wolf
(Book 1) Wolf Trouble (Book 2) In the Company of Wolves (Book
3) To Love a Wolf (Book 4) Wolf Unleashed (Book 5) More praise
for Paige Tyler's SWAT series: "Wolf Trouble is about as good as
it gets."—Booklist "Scorching heat and sensual spark...A must
read."—Publishers Weekly "A steamy...action-packed walk on the
wild side!"—J.D. Tyler, bestselling author of the Alpha Pack series
Bearly in Control Jan 26 2022 For vet and animal whisperer
Charli Avers, talking to bears is all in a day's work. But when she
finds a man--a very sexy, very alpha man--where a bear ought to
be, the wild comes close to home. Charli is drawn to this
mysterious stranger. She wants to help him piece together the
past he can't remember--even if that means shedding her human
misgivings and embracing her more carnal desires. After shifting
from bear to man, Barry believes he's finally found his mate. Now
he just needs to find himself. He doesn't know much about the
animal within him, but his human heart aches for Charli. She
ignites his instincts to protect her from all danger--including their
electric attraction. The stakes climb as Charli investigates the
mystery behind Barry's memory loss and how it may relate to
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Without answers, she may lose Barry--and herself--to the wild side
forever.
Dragon Bound Dec 25 2021 THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLING ELDER RACES SERIES! Half-human
and half-wyr, Pia Giovanni spent her life keeping a low profile
among the wyrkind and avoiding the continuing conflict between
them and their Dark Fae enemies. But after being blackmailed
into stealing a coin from the hoard of a dragon, Pia finds herself
targeted by one of the most powerful—and passionate—of the
Elder races. As the most feared and respected of the wyrkind,
Dragos Cuelebre cannot believe someone had the audacity to
steal from him, much less succeed. And when he catches the
thief, Dragos spares her life, claiming her as his own to further
explore the desire they’ve ignited in each other. Pia knows she
must repay Dragos for her trespass, but refuses to become his
slave—although she cannot deny wanting him, body and soul...
Perfect Mate Aug 01 2022 New York Times bestselling author
Jennifer Ashley continues her Shifters Unbound series with the
tale of a hot hunk of a bear Shifter on the hunt for a mate…
Cormac has been moving from one Shiftertown to the next in
search of a mate. Now he’s in Southern Nevada, where a
beautiful, unmated bear Shifter greets him…with a shotgun in her
hands. Nell is a hot-tempered mother of two cubs, and she doesn’t
take kindly to new Shifters showing up in town without her
consent—even one with a sexy smile and brilliant blue eyes. But
when her sons are endangered and she desperately needs help
protecting them, Cormac proves he’s worthy of her trust as well
as her desire. Includes previews for Jennifer Ashley’s upcoming
WILD WOLF and RULES FOR A PROPER GOVERNESS Praise for
the Shifters Unbound series “A must-buy series for paranormal
romance lovers.”—Fiction Vixen “Ashley’s Shifter world is
exciting, sexy, and magical.”—Yasmine Galenorn, New York Times
bestselling author Perfect Mate previously appeared in Unbound
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author and winner of a Romance Writers of America RITA Award,
also writes as national bestselling and award-winning author
Allyson James. She lives in the Southwest with her husband and
cats, and spends most of her time in the wonderful worlds of her
stories.
The Ylem Oct 30 2019 An ancient book, a seventeen-year-old girl
and an exotic boy from a supernatural world hold the key to
freedom for a long-oppressed race, but that freedom could come
at the cost of the human world.Seventeen-year-old Kalista is
suffering from a broken heart, so when her playwright father
proposes they move their lives from New York to New Mexico
because he is in need of inspiration Kalista is 100% on-board with
him. New Mexico proves to be the perfect balm for her wounds
and she is just starting to feel some of her old spunk when Tristan
Winfield comes into her life and pulls all of her barriers down.
Kalista is captivated by Tristan's unusual silver eyes and feels an
inexplicable connection to him, which begins to manifest itself in
her dreams with bizarre images of a waterfall and an orb.While
searching for an explanation for her troubling dreams, Kalista
discovers an ancient book which holds the secrets of a
supernatural race of creatures. But when Killings hit town, she
realizes her finding has come at a high price. She's in the middle
of a power struggle now, and a secret seems to be wrapped
within the pages of that book. A secret she's part of...
Bear Necessities Mar 28 2022 To hold onto his love, he must
release his beast... Halle Shifters Book 1 Alexander "Bunny"
Bunsun is a Bear on a mission. He arrives in Halle, PA for the sole
purpose of checking up on his cousin Chloe. Something is not
right, and the family has sent Alex, along with Chloe's brother
Ryan, to find out what's going on. He intends to fix the problem
and head right back for Oregon and his own life, but when he
meets his mate all bets are off. She's an unusual she-Wolf with a
love of tattoos, a soft southern drawl and lime green hair. She's
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exiled from her Pack and alone in the world. Living in Halle after
being Wolf for eight years has given her a new sense of peace,
but another Wolf is out to make her life a living hell. As an
Outcast she has no one to protect her... until she meets Alex.
When Alex's cousin is left for dead and Tabby is threatened, it's
up to Alex to keep his growing family safe. To give Tabby the
loving home she needs he could be forced to give up the control
he's worked so hard to obtain. If he does, someone could die.
Uncaged Aug 09 2020 Just the other day, I was bait. Now he says
I am his to keep. I was betrothed to a man I barely knew to right
my mother's wrongs. That is no longer the case. The terms set
forth are all null and void. I've been kidnapped from my home by
savages-beasts in man-form. We call them The Uncaged-a clan of
lawless exiles and raiders known for raising hell to get what they
want. When they find out what I'm worth, they'll never let me go.
The Uncaged are not men. They are Alphas. Created long ago to
become super soldiers for the government, they have since turned
against humanity. All who know of them stay away. No one
crosses this clan. But someone did... My Alpha captor is bold,
feral, and has no time for games. He will get what he wants, even
if he has to fight for it. But he's already made it clear that he's not
giving me up. I made a promise and now I can't keep it. I don't
want to anymore, knowing that the only way I will know peace is
with an Alpha. Human omegas are extremely rare. Once my heat
surges, my alpha won't be able to control his cravings. Our matebond is already forming. He says he'll keep me safe, but there are
other Alphas in the village watching... and waiting. He won't give
me back and he won't let me go. There's only one thing left to do,
and the choice may ignite a war.
As Darkness Falls Jul 20 2021 I should be free. Of him. Of
everyone. But I'm not. I'm still here. I'm still Soulbound. Just not
to my ex. Now I'm bound to an ancient shifter god. He's all I could
want in a man. If I'd been allowed to choose him. That's not the
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to me for answers. I wish I had them. I'm making everything up as
I go along, and I'm not sure what scares me more, the idea I
might screw up, or the bigger question, the one that keeps me up
at night. What am I? But among all the questions, I've learned
something. The Alpha of my pack is majorly pissed at me. He still
thinks he can control me. Only this time he's going to try and do it
by threatening the last person I have left from my old life. It's
going to be his last mistake.
Wild Things Apr 16 2021 Wolf Shifter Mason McNaughton is
tired of the crazy feral living in his house, endangering him, his
brothers, and his sweet auntie Cora. Ferals are Shifters who’ve
reverted to the wild stage, forgetting all about the joys of pizza
and satellite TV. Not to mention, Mason is sick of waking up to
the feral’s rampages, one of which nearly killed him. The feral has
been given sanctuary, so Mason can’t throw him out—the only
thing to do is to find a way to cure him. The problem is, Shifter
healers—elusive, Goddess-touched Shifters who have the healing
gift—are few and far between. Mason volunteers to go in search
of one, and is sent to a psychic in New Orleans who might have an
idea of where to start looking. Mason doesn’t believe in psychics,
but Jasmine, the psychic in question, seems to at least put on a
good show. Jasmine believes in Shifters all right, but she vowed to
never have anything to do with them again. The easiest way to get
rid of the growly Lupine, Mason, is to help him, but Jasmine never
dreams what that help will drag her into.
Iron Master May 18 2021 Stuart Reid is an Iron Master—a Dark
Fae with a rare ability to make iron do his bidding. Exiled by the
High Fae who fear him, he now lives in a simple house in
Shiftertown outside Las Vegas, watching over Peigi, a bear
Shifter woman, and the cubs she cares for. Peigi, rescued from an
evil Shifter and welcomed into the Vegas Shiftertown, knows Reid
and the cubs have helped her survive and heal. She also knows
Reid is alone and lonely, a strong man coping with his exile. The
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been down this road before. When Reid’s people send him a
desperate call for help, Peigi senses danger to him—too much of
it. She finds she’ll do anything, even sacrifice herself and her
happiness, to keep him safe. A Shifters Unbound full-length novel.
Tiger Striped Oct 03 2022
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